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Our easy to manoeuver Glass Dolly is the perfect solution for warehouses or the job site.  
The unique compact design allows a single individual to easily navigate rough terrain and 
tight spaces. Our dolly can also serve as a drywall dolly or sheet rock cart. Rubber grippers 
inside the brace mechanism keep your material from being marred.

Features include:
 Easy one man loading and unloading.
 Take along to job site for installs.
 Easy storage, small foot print and low profile.
 Self Adjusting brace mechanism automatically adjust to hold any width sheet up to 

 three inches.
 Reduces lifting injuries and shop accidents.
 All Steel Construction.
 Brace can lock to hold multiple sheets.
 Breezes over air hoses and electrical conduit with big 12.25″ pneumatic tires.
 Load sheets directly onto panel saws.
 Amazing stability.
 Incredible maneuverability, perfect for space restricted shop like yours
 Convenient handle for travel when empty.
 When loaded, push sheet with larger tires forward
 Optional tool box for added storage
 Optional shelves for added sheet capacity – up to 18 sheets of drywall, plywood 

 and various other substrates!

Our unique design is perfect for shops, warehouses and site installs. The compact design is 
highly manoeuverable and allows one person to perform the work of two! For moving glass 
and other sheet goods our Glass Dolly is by far the superior choice in the industry.
3″ opening in brace is rubber lined and automatically clamps and releases materials.
Perfect for glass but our dolly can also be used to install wood, plastic, granite, sheet rock, 
pre-hung doors and windows. Whether in the shop or on a job site our compact design is 
perfect for transporting substrates in tight spaces. Breezes over air hoses and grass  with 
large 12.25″ tires. Self adjusting brace mechanism automatically adjusts to hold any sheet 
up to three inches. Includes locking casters for easy loading and a convenient handle for 
moving the glass dolly when empty. Need a handy place to store hand tools and supplies? 
Just add the Optional Tool Box to our Glass Dolly for easy storage – great for screwdrivers, 
pliers, miscellaneous hardware, or tie down straps. Adding the Lower Shelf Option  
increases the capacity to carry sheet goods such as plywood, drywall, sign substrates and 
more to 14 sheets. Adding the Upper Shelf Option increases the capacity to carry sheet 
goods such as plywood, drywall, sign substrates and more to an additional 12 sheets.


